We’ve Redefined What an Integrated Solution Can Be
with technologies and merchant services for the retail industry.

An industry leader in the development of retail software solutions, Multidev
delivers leading-edge innovative technology with advanced functionality that
ensures the unification of all retail processes and operations.

Shift4 Payments is the leader in secure payment processing solutions,
powering the top software providers in numerous verticals. The company
securely processes over $100 billion in payments each year for nearly
200,000 businesses.

Shift4 Payments has partnered with Multidev Technologies to integrate their secure payment technologies to
Multidev’s ChainDrive retail solution. This integration delivers a flexible, reliable, and feature-rich retail solution to today’s
most complex omni-channel environments — all while providing future-proof support for tomorrow’s payments needs.

Flip this page to learn more

The Next Generation Retail Management Solution
Is Already Here
Multidev Technologies provides ChainDrive, a complete end-to-end and fully integrated unified commerce
platform specifically designed to benefit the multi-channel retailer — and their bottom line.

Budget and sales analytics,
store performance indicators,
and marketing tools to
synchronize your entire
operation

Real-time product management,
allowing you to simultaneously
monitor purchases, receipts,
inventory, sales, and transfers
across all your locations

Integration with online channels
including Amazon, eBay, and
more to reach new customers,
increase brand exposure, and
maximize sales

Shift4 Payments offers a complete payment solution that includes a secure payment network connection,
point-of-sale integration, point-to-point encrypted EMV devices, and full merchant services.

Lowest total cost to accept
credit card payments, which
could include discounted
(or even free) terminals and
waived gateway fees

Support for the latest payment
technologies, including offline EMV,
quick chip EMV, and mobile wallets
(Apple Pay, Samsung Pay, Google Pay),
plus WeChat Pay and Alipay acceptance
to support Chinese consumers

Fast, secure, and reliable
payment technologies: EMV,
point-to-point encryption (P2PE),
and tokenization – including
tokenized mobile, call center,
and e-commerce payments

Contact us today to request a quote!

“

We are excited to partner with Shift4 to offer retailers a truly secure payment processing solution
that protects against card fraud, reduces PCI scope, and prevents breaches.
Joseph Amzallag, President, Multidev Technologies

800.265.5795 | shift4.com/quote

”

800.820.1412 | multidev.com

